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President's Column 

Nell Besner 

Chilled by the coldest October on record in 
Winnipeg, a stilled November sun, as I write, 
has arrested itself midmorning to hold 
"blue" and "white" to their terms North, that 
crystalline lexicon in which ~blue" means 
skyclear cold, deep beyond depth, and 
"white" means bright snow-stunned trees 
with snowgrown limbs held in arrested 
gestures over snowfallen ground. A perfect 
moment for a short brisk greeting on the way 
into winter, which will not, all appearance to 
the contrary notwithstanding, be forever, but 
is (how did Pound know this, here?) surely i
cumin in. Lhude Sing goddamn. 

Meanwhile (indoors), ACCUTE thrives. One 
index of our health is the gathering force of 
activities assembling themselves around the 
Dalhousie conference next May. Proposals 
for member-organized sessions and in 
response to the general call for papers 
published in the September Newsletter 
began to arrive in late October; the trickle 
grew to a stream and then a freshet by early 
November, and now we are mid-river and at 
the end of metaphor. Soon, we will begin the 
process of sending proposals out to ACCUTE 
vettors as we assemble the Program. We 
look forward to your help. We are happy to 
announce that (with our thanks to CACLALS 
President Ranjini Mendes for her initiative in 
seeking partnerships) ACCUTE and CACLALS, 
joined by CACS (the Canadian Association for 
Curriculum Studies) and CAISC (the 
Comparative and International Education 
Society of Canada), will be co-hosting one of 
the conference colloquia, featuring George 
Elliott Clarke and Helen. Tiffh We are also 
happy t6 announce that Mary Louise Pratt 

Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia 

has accepted our invitation to be one of our 
plenary speakers (negotiations . and 
invitations are ongoing and outstanding for 
the other plenaries). We're pleased to 
welcome the CCLA (Canadian Comparative 
Literature Association) as a co-sponsor of 
Pratt's visit. Meanwhile, and throughout 
the planning process, John Baxter at 
Dalhousie has shown himself to be a most 
efficient point person for ACCUTE as we 
begin to organize the conference; we owe 
him our continuing thanks for his patient 
and ongoing attention to detail. 

We are delighted to announce that ACCUTE 
has hired a website coordinator, Suha 
Kudsieh, who will take up Manina Jones' 
work; welcome, Suha, and thanks to the 
others who expressed interest in the 

(Continued on page 5) 



An Open Letter to the Humanities and Social Sciences Research Community 

Dear Colleagues, 

As President of the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences, I am writing for 
two reasons. One is to share with you the success of Congress 2002, which was hosted by the 
University of Toronto with the support of Ryerson University. The other is to ask you to participate 
personally in the Federation's campaign for increased research funding for the humanities and social 
sciences. 

First, the Congress. It was the largest in the 71-year history of our annual scholarly meetings; it 
brought together just under 8,000 members of our research community. Members of 90 scholarly 
associations presented papers, explored ideas, and discussed issues of importance in research and 
in post-secondary education. We were joined by distinguished public figures and international 
scholars, speaking on cultural and social issues. The University of Toronto took the occasion of the 
Congress to confer an honorary doctorate upon Nobel Prize winning novelist and scholar, Toni 
Morrison, who gave the Alexander Lectures during our meetings. This Congress celebrated the 
excellent, exciting, and essential work of Canada's social sciences and humanities research 
community. 

We look forward now to Congress 2003, which will be held in Halifax, where we will be hosted by 
Dalhousie University with support from the University of King's College. I hope that you will come. 

Now, to the Federation's campaign for Increased research funding. Most members of our 
community know that the Government of Canada has provided outstanding financial support for 
research in areas of science, but that, at the same time, the Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council is unable to meet the research needs of Canadian universities. (See the statistics 
on the Federation website.) This critical gap in research funding is impeding the development of 
Canadian research, the education of highly qualified personnel and the establishment of the 
research careers of the many new professors now joining our ranks. The Council has indicated that 
without new resources it will not be able to fund existing programs. 

In this context, the Federation has accelerated Its work of advocacy. Over the past year, we have 
met with several government officials to discuss the funding of research, and last year we presented 
to the Prime Ministers office a proposal for the establishment of Canada Graduate Research 
Fellowships. At the Congress this year, we launched a post card campaign. Hundreds of delegates 
sent cards to the Minister of Industry, Allan Rock, and to their local Member of Parliament. Our 
message is this: it is time for the government to deal with this major outstanding issue in Canadian 
research and post-secondary education. 

Minister Rock has responded to the post cards. In "a letter to me, he invited further dialogue and he 
indicated that he would be glad to learn more about the contributions of the social sciences and 
humanities to the great challenges faCing Canada in the 21st century. I was delighted to reply. You 
will find the Minister's letter and my response, including my request for a meeting with him, on the 
Federation website at www.hssfc.ca. 

I believe that we must get our message out, now. Within the next few months, the Federal 
Government wilT declare its priorities in a Speech from the Throne and Deputy Prime Minister and 
Finance Minister, John Manley, will present his first budget. 



The Post Card campaign, with its strong response from the research community, gives us a head 
start. But more is required. The Federation has been arranging meetings between social and cultural 
researchers across Canada and their local Members of Parliament. In addition to a meeting with the 
Minister of Industry, I have requested meetings with other Cabinet members, MPs, and senior 
department officials. We have again presented a paper to the government's Post Secondary 
Education and Research Caucus. But more is required. 

We need to build upon the momentum of the Post Card campaign and, as a community, to 
articulate, in a positive way, what social and cultural research contributes to Canada and why this 
work deserves support In a competitive environment. Among the many positive points to be made 
are these: 

* 

* 

* 

Social and cultural research is about Canada's greatest resource: it is about people. 

The great challenges facing Canada in the 21st century are human and social 
challenges. 

There are many positive outcomes of research in the humanities and social sciences. 
One of these is education. The quality of education of a majority of Canadian 
undergraduate and graduate students depends on the health of this research. 

The time has come for us to make our case, positively and confidently and in a concerted way. I urge 
each of you to make this Issue of the adequate funding of social and cultural research a personal 
cause. Whenever the opportunity presents itself, please speak out. Write letters to the editor; meet 
with your elected representatives; mail the Federation Post Card if you haven't yet done this. Speak 
for the human sciences within your own university, to your senior administration, to the Board of 
Governors, to your neighbours who are parents of children whose education will depend on the 
health of our universities. Make it clear that what social and cultural research contributes is 
important to Canada's future. 

The Federation is asking the Government of Canada to: 

* Increase the budget of the SSHRC to an adequate level; 

* Establish a program of support for Graduate Fellowships and for startup funding for new 
scholars; and 

* Support capacity-building initiatives in Canadian universities. 

It is important for you to act, to join your voice with others in the humanities and social sciences 
research community about issues that are central to the future of our universities. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Patricia Clements 
President, Canadian Federation for the Humanities & Social Sciences 



Professional Concerns 

Miriam Nichols 
Chair, Professional Concerns Committee 

Professional Concerns is currently putting together 
our program for ACCUTE 2003. As of early November, 
we still have room on all the panels, but please get 
your proposals in to us as soon as possible. Our 
theme, again, is corporate influence on post
secondary education. From what we have received so 
far, the sessions promise to be lively. Here's a sample 
from one of the abstracts, quoted with permission: 

The fact that colleges and universities have by 
and large abandoned their historical 
commitments to a liberal education-that is, to a 
liberating education-and that they have, 
consequently, abandoned 
their responsibilities to the 
formation of an informed 
citizenry and polity, which has 
been the (or a) raison d'etre of 
education, can be understood 
as constituting a measure of 
their failure, especially in light 
of the complexities of 
globalization, to which their 
directors frequently make 
facile appeal. That a social, 
economic, and prolonged 
cultural crisis has provided an 
environment fertile for the ascendancy of a noisy 
and busy right-wing, while it is, strictly speaking, 
neither the cause nor the effect of the current 
lamentable retrograde state of affairs, cannot be 
dismissed as mere coincidence. This Hydra-like 
crisis has reduced all post-secondary education 
to training-with all that entails of conformity, 
discipline, insensitivity, self-satisfaction, and 
stupefaction. A kind of "confidence trick," pulled 
off through appeals to "partnerships," "community 
service," "professionalism," and "clientism," is 
being perpetuated on the unsuspecting and the 
unwary. On the one hand, under the name of 
"survival," the managerial agents of the 
educational apparatus claim to be combating the 
crises of teaching and learning while, on the other 
hand, they are, through their irrational actions 
and policies, exacerbating these same crises-at 

macro- and micro-levels. Thus, where post
secondary education is concerned, something like an 
organized irresponsibility, wholly dedicated to the 
instrumentalization, rather than to the clarification, 
of human beings has gained near-absolute power. 
At the same time, within this context of deception 
(perfectly in line with the instantaneously gratifying 
products of mass culture-with which education has 
become confused), a defensive, impotent, and 
anxious professoriate, unable to achieve the salutary 
distance from itself necessary to the practices of 
critique and self-critique, submits to its 
instrumentalization-and pursues (and advances) 
careers-in a dizzy atmosphere defined nonetheless 
by predictable extremes: indignation and 
hibernation, selective passion and cynical 

indifference, complacency and despair. 

-Paul Kelley, liThe Politics and Economics of 
Irresponsibility: The Situation of Post
Secondary Education" 

Our panels, once again, are as follows. For 
full descriptions, see the fall Newsletter. 

1. Corporate Models of Administration in 
Post-Secondary Institutions 
Chair: Miriam Nichols 
Contact: mfaith 1738@shaw.ca or 
nicholsm@ucfv.bc.ca 

2. The Effects of New Educational Technology on 
Student Learning and Faculty Workload 
Chair: Anne Quema 
Contact: anne.quema@acadiau.ca 

3. Re-mapping the Territory: New Hybrid Institutions in 
Post-Secondary Education 
Chair: Miriam Nichols 

4. Grading and the Commodification of Post-Secondary 
Education 
Chair: Lorne Macdonald 
Contact: macdonal@ucalgary.ca 

Best of the season to everyone! '"' 



Sessional Report 
Andrew Lesk 

This fine beginning-my new term as 
Sessional Rep-could not have occurred 
had it not been for the tremendous amount 
of work Anne Bailey, your former rep, has 
already done. Anne's contribution is that of 
a part-time job in itself. Her recent "Report 
on the ACCUTE Survey of Part-time Staffing 
in English Departments" is, yes, awesome. 
(In case you missed it, it's online at http:;/ 
accute.uwinnipeg.ca/newsletter/sept02/ 
ptsurvey.html). I hope to build on Anne's 
work and, moreover, on her energy and 
inspiration. Simply impressive. A deep and 
generous thanks, Anne. 

-$-
The thesis of Indhu Rajagopal's 
extraordinary Hidden Academics: Contract 
Faculty In Canadian Universities is 
already familiar to most sessionals; indeed, 
Anne Bailey's musings in this very space 

had already disseminated much of what 
Rajagopal says. Two primary factors keep 
sessionals "hidden" or "invisible," 
Rajagopal writes (and I must quote this at 
length) that they are 

the economics of the university 
system and the ideological 
structures of academic practices 
and traditions. In the political 
economy of universities, the 
relentless drive to manage 
enrolments, finances, and 
teaching costs has resulted in a 
bureaucratic rationalization of the 
academic workload and a 
bifurcated labour force. This 
workforce is split hierarchically 
into full- and part-time faculty 
groups, which have radically 
different work processes and 
receive very different treatment. 
(237) 

(Continued on page 7) 

President's Column ... contlnuedfrompagel 

position. trying to ensure that the rooms booked for allied 
organization sessions are close by each other so that we 
can move from, say, ACCUTE to ACQL to CACLALS to CCLA 
sessions, shared or not, with relative ease. 

The transition of English Studies In Canada from Ottawa to 
Edmonton, thanks to the hard work of Mary Jane Edwards, Jo
Ann Wallace and their respective teams east and west, is 
moving forward efficiently and at speed. Jo-Ann traveled to 
Ottawa recently to work with the Carleton team (see Jo-Ann's 
report within), and by the time this issue of the Newsletter is in 
your hands, she will have spent a day with us in Winnipeg 
briefing us on ESC and discussing its next reincarnation. 

Ins'de you will find reports from the other members of the 
Executive, updating us on their various initiatives; among 
other developments, graduate student representative Karen 
Selesky brings news of a healthy graduate discussion group, 
and the ACCUTE discussion group continues to grow 
dramatically. 

We have submitted an application to CFHSS for funding to 
subsidize our printing of the Shared Program with our allied 
organizations; there was a groundswell of opinion last May in 
Toronto that the Shared Program was sorely missed, and we' 
hope that we will be able to return to our usual practice of 
producing one. With John Baxter's able help, we are also 

A rough and running tally of our membership indicates 
some encouraging numbers at over 780 and counting; we 
urge you to continue to strongarm your friends, encourage 
your colleagues, and mollify your enemies as we grow. 
Spread the news: we are, as they say, happening, Our 
thanks to those who emailed to tell us they liked the new 
form and format of the NeWSletter; all credit for its new 
look and design - and for the redesigned ACCUTE 
website - goes to Nicole Rosevere; for his meticulous 
account of ACCUTE's health at the bottom line, we owe 
thanks to Andrew O'Malley, who is beginning to sound like 
the Scrivener, moiling amidst mountains of membership 
receipts he'd almost prefer not to tally. 

If this issue of the Newsletter reaches you before the 
December break - and, best of possible worlds, after the 
December marking season - our best wishes for 2003, If 
it reaches you in the New Year, our belated ones. Stay 
well, warm, astute and accute. " 



Report from the Graduate Caucas President 
Karen Selesky (UBC) 
selesky@interchange.ubc.ca 

News from the Front 
Hi Everyone!! Things are 
moving along smoothly and 
at quite a pace on the 
graduate front. Juliet 
O'Keefe has our new 
Graduate Caucus website up 
and running, and we all owe 
her a vote of thanks for a job 
well done - very impressive. 
The site provides a plenitude 
of links to issues and 
resources relevant to 
graduate life. My favourites 
are the link to the job search 
advice and the graduate 
student humour. You can 
find the site at http://www. 
sfu .ca/ -okeefe/ gscaccute/ 
index.htm!. Juliet invites 
you all to peruse the site, 
and she'd love to hear any 
feedback you'd like to pass 
along, and if there are other 

resources or links you'd like 
to see, just let her know -
juliet.okeefe@telus.net. 

The new Graduate Caucus 
listserv is also active. All 
ACCUTE graduate student 
members are eligible to join: 
simply send a message to 
accl,ltegradstudents
subscribe@yahoogroups.ca 
or you can access via the 
web at http://ca.groups. 
yahoo.com/group/ 
accutegradstudents. 
Although messages have 
been few and far between 
thus far, I think this listserv 
gives us an opportunity to 
develop as a community, 
share our experiences, and 
learn from one another. I'd 
like everyone to avail 
themselves of the 
opportunity and forum to 
communicate with each 
other. 

Get Talking. 
Have a conversation with colleagues 
from across Canada about the 
issues important to you. 

Join the ACCUTE Online 
Discussion Group 

To join email 
aeeute@uwinnipeg,ea 

today The Association of Canadian 
College and University 
Teachers of English 

What's Happening Where 
You Are? 
So, what's happening on 
your campus? Please write 
and let me know. I'm 
serious - it would be great if 
each grad student who 
reads this newsletter would 
send me a message - just to 
say hello, let me know if you 
are an ACCUTE member, and 
let me know what the issues 
are on your campus right 
now. Current members 
might pass along their copy 
of the Newsletter to 
colleagues. It would help 
me get a better sense of 
who is out there and where, 
and what issues to bring to 
the executive's attention or 
to discuss on the listserv. 
My own campus is dealing 
with a potential TA strike and 
some questions of the role 
of graduate students in the 
governance of the 
department - things are 
pretty informal right now and 
we are thinking of setting up 
a student caucus. I would 
appreciate hearing from you 
about procedures - good or 
bad - at other institutions. 
I've said in the past that my 
office door - or in this case 
inbox - is always open. A 
few people have taken me 
up on the offer, but I'd love 
an inbox full of messages 
from you 
selesky@interchange.ubc.ca. 

Get Involved 
The other advantage to 
hearing from each and every 
one of you is that it will help 
increase the representation 
of universities to the 

Graduate Caucus. Currently 
we have campus reps at only 
about a third of eligible 
institutions - whereas I 
believe there are student 
members at each institution. 
The duties are not onerous. 
Basically, campus reps 
function as links between 
the grad caucus executive 
and their own programs, 
bringing up issues that are 
relevant to their graduate 
communities, and promoting 
ACCUTE within their own 
programs. The graduate 
student caucus meets once 
during the Congress 
conference, and if possible, 
all the executive members 
and graduate campus reps 
should attend. So, when you 
write, let me know if you'd 
be interested in filling this 
role, or in nominating 
someone else in your 
programme (with their 
permission of course). 
Academia is going through a 
number of changes 
currently, all of which affect 
us as graduate students and 
future scholars and 
professors. It is through 
involvement with 
organizations such as 
ACCUTE that our voices can 
begin to be heard, we can 
effect change, and we can 
take the first steps on our 
own academic careers. 
Please, get involved - let 
your voice be counted. 

Looking forward to hearing 
from you all! _ 



Sessionals Report Continued ... 
(Continuedfrom page 5) 

Although the author 
spend any time 
pointing, the thrust 

doesn't 
finger
of her 

argument is clear: the many 
burdens of financial 
"rationalizing" fall to 
sessionals. In other words, 
the emotional and financial 
buck stops here. 

Rajagopal's influence clearly 
evinces a Marxist economic 
platform in that (academic) 
relationships are defined 
through financial interaction 
and displacement. To wit, her 
first sub-heading carries the 
title "Commodification of 
Labour and Academic 
Capitalism." Here, she briefly 
explores how such 
commodification has given 
rise to the bifurcation of 
labour in academia, and she 
concludes that the resultant 
"weakening of tenure and the 
increasing number of part
time and contract hirees have 
deprofessionalized the 
faculty." The dominance of 
market forces has led to the 
University As Business, with 
all the economic 
"rationalization" such a 
position might embrace. 

Although the information 
Rajagopal uses is from six 
national surveys carried out in 
1990-92, her findings are 
nevertheless highly relevant 
today, as she points out. She 
bolsters her discoveries with 
updates from sources such as 
the Association of Universities 
and Colleges of Canada and 
the Ontario Confederation of 
University Faculty 
Associations, amongst many, 
many others. Sadly, we find 

that, for example, Ontario 
government funding for 
universities in the years 1996-
2000 places it second last in 
Canada's ten provinces and 
the 50 states in America. But 
while underfunding is one 
source of sessional 
frustration, it is clearly not the 
only one. 

Rajagopal's conclusions are 
familiar to those who heard 
Anne Bailey's paper at the 
Canadian Association of 
Chairs of English (CACE) at 
Laval in 2001. Bailey argues 
that sessionals often fear that 
"any talk about the 
humanities ' increasing 
dependency upon part-time 
labour will mean that we are 
in some way capitulating to 
the corporate ideology of 
financial necessity
acknowledging that we need 
to deliver our 'product' in 
cheaper, more efficient ways." 
What arises from this is literal 
and figurative invisibility of the 
work and goals of sessionals 
as we attempt to make do 
with fewer resources under 
less-than-ideal conditions. 

Hidden Academics left me 
exhausted. But I thought, 
given that much of what is 
presented confirms sessional 
reality, who might benefit from 
Rajagopal's incIsIve and 
necessary work? If anything, I 
felt empathy for fUll-time and 
tenured faculty who are 
caught between the needs of 
professionalism (which is 
demeaned through the 
perpetration of poor working 
environments of part-timers) 
and the fiscal reality of 2002. 
And I also sensed what it 

must be like for 
administrators caught in the 
wheels of governmental 
bureaucracy, unable to enact 
any effective change given the 
grind of financial 
"rationalization." But again, 
Hidden Academics is an 
excellent means by which to 
remind faculties and 
administrations of the 
necessity for creative, fulfilling 
change that would benefit not 
only them but also those 
contract faculty who labour at 
the "bottom. " Rajagopal 
shows us where we have 
come from and where we sit 
today; her book's value lies in 
implicitly instructing us that 
we must act. 

-$-
How to act. What to do. 
These are some of the things I 
hope to explore in this space, 
and by that, I mean to say that 
you too are welcome to use 
this forum. We have all the 
studies and information-how 
can we now act on them? I'm 
not much interested in finger
pointing. We're creative 
types; let's see what we can 
come up with. In the next 
newsletter, I'll reflect on some 

. of the recommendations Anne 
made at CACE. 

In the meantime, I'd like to 
help build a sessionals page 
on our striking new website, 
perhaps not unlike the one 
the Graduate Student Caucus 
has. (It's a trove of useful 
information; go to http://www. 
sfu. ca/-okeefe/ gscaccute/ 
index.html, or follow the links 
through the general ACCUTE 
site.) 

-$-
And last of all: Me? I received 
my doctorate at my 
convocation last year at the 
Universite de Montreal, 
majoring in Canadian 
Literature, with strong 
secondary interests in Gender 
and Queer theories, and 
Postcolonialism. (It's all on 
view at http :/ / www. 
andrewlesk.com) 

Please email me your 
concerns, reflections, 
hopes . . . at andrew. 
lesk@utoronto.ca And begin 
your plans for Dalhousie in 
2003! 

Work Cited 
Rajagopal , Indhu. Hidden 

Academics: Contract 
Faculty in Canadian 
Universities. Toronto: U 
of Toronto P, 2002. M 
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Canadian Federation of the Humanities and Social Sciences Report 
Noreen Golfman 

As your general assembly representative 
and a Board member I joined the annual 
meetings of the Federation in Ottawa 
from November 22-November 24th. This 
was outgoing President Patricia 
Clements' (English, UoA) last stint in the 
chair so it was also a weekend of 
congratulations and applause for Pat's 
outstanding contribution to the 
Federation. With a dedicated staff and a 
strong executive Pat's impressive 
leadership has taken the Federation to a 
whole new level of advocacy. Participants 
in Ottawa learned of the numerous 
meetings being staged across the country 
between executive and Board members 
and Members of Parliament. The 
message we bring to these meetings has 
three points: 

the need to double the research 
budget of SSHRC 
the need to increase graduate 
student support 
the need to strengthen the 
capacities of universities across 
the country 

These may seem to be vague points but 
they are all tied to specific requests, all 
with the aim of getting the government to 
acknowledge how poorly treated the 
social sciences and humanities 
communities have been in the awful cut
and-slash nineties. To everyone's obvious 
awareness, the natural sciences have 
benefited greatly from government's 
renewed support for university 
infrastructure, while we continued to feel 
the demoralizing effects of an essentially 
disinterested government agenda. 

There are signs that things are improving. 
The Federation has been making a 
forceful case for the last few years, trying 
to get Ottawa's attention while appealing 
to the public at the same time. To borrow 
Pat Clement's metaphor, the worm is 
turning, if taking its own sweet time to do 
so. We have a Strategic Plan in place, a 
set of goals to be realized within three 
years, and an increaSingly high profile on 

the Hill in Ottawa. 

This year the Federation instituted a 
three-year Strategic Plan to deal in part 
with the need to reinforce its own 
infrastructure and to establish more 
autonomous means of moving forward. 
The goals of the Plan include a 
commitment to a fundraising Endowment 
Campaign, spearheaded by Rob Merrett 
(English, UoA) whose indefatigable 
commitment to the Federation is obvious 
after five minutes with his paSSionate 
intensity. 

The Plan also includes a commitment to 
strengthen the associations (us), and to 
that end I am co-chairing a Task Force on 
Infrastructure for a New Generation of 
Scholars with Don Fisher (Education, 
UBC). We hope to have a draft of 
recommendations to present to the 
Board by March 2003. This is good news, 
made possible with a $60,000 grant from 
SSHRC to help us assess our 
associations' needs and resources, and 
to try to make sense of what a healthy 
future for ACCUTE (and others) would 
look like. 

My report needs to mention arguably the 
most dramatic news of the weekend, 
delivered first to us by Pat Clements 
during her lunchtime address to the 
Assembly and later by the irrepressible 
personality of Marc Renaud, President of 
SSHRC. It all has to do with an initiative 
to restructure SSHRC along the lines of 
the relatively new CIHR, the Institutes for 
Health Research. The seed of the idea 
has been planted in a Killham Lecture 
recently delivered by Martha Piper, 
President of UBC, and has been furiously 
watered ever since. In fact, we all 
practiced saying 'The Martha Piper Paper' 
as quickly as possible without spitting our 
wine. Certainly there is a general view, 
urged by mandarins on the Hill itself, that 
if SSHRC doesn't reinvent itself it/we 
won't get additional funding. Whether or 
not this means we should plant old seeds 
in new or worked over fields is not really 

clear right now, but members will be duly 
informed of any proposals having to do 
with a newly imagined SSHRC. Stay 
tuned, and keep chanting the mantra 
that curiosity-driven basic research is 
(still) fundamental to what we do. 

So discussions at the Federation 
meetings largely centred on the quick 
possibly of such an intervention, and 
there was general support for change, for 
flexibility, for renewed ways of dOing the 
business of research, while everyone 
expressed concerned about what we 
might end up giving away. This all said, 
morale is higher than I have ever seen it. 
The event was a love-in, with little 
evidence of the whining and griping that 
often characterize such meetings, and I 
saw fewer deans and professors nodding 
off during reports and workshops than I 
normally do. 

Finally, we cheerfully welcomed new 
President, Doug Owram (History, UoA) to 
the office. It will be hard to follow Pat 
Clement's dynamic leadership but then 
again she has raised the bar high enough 
to inspire any successor. After a few lively 
dinners and listening to him speak clearly 
to the assembly about his vision for the 
Federation I am confident that Doug will 
be a strong and forceful President. 

The 2003 Congress is at Dal, of course, 
but you might want to know well in 
advance of the following Congress 
schedule: 
2004 - University of Manitoba 
2005 - University of Western Ontario 
2006 - York 
2007 - University of Saskatchewan 

Start getting in touch with those old 
roommates, boyfriends, and favourite 
professors. We'll be traveling to a city 
near them in the upcoming years. Until 
then, the Federation is sure to have a 
high profile at Dal. Meanwhile, please 
keep checking the Federation web site 
for new developments-http://www.hssfc. 
ca - and have a Happy New Year! .. 



Calls for Papers + Calls for Papers + Calls for Papers +- Calls for Papers +- Calls for Papers +-

CALL FOR PAPERS 
Book Collection: Auto/biography in Canada 

Deadline: December 15, 2002 

Recently, there has been increasing interest in connecting the developments in 
international criticism and theory of autobiography, biography, life writing and 
other types of life narrative to the growth of scholarship on autobiography and life 
writing in Canada and Quebec. This book collection aims to highlight new 
developments in this scholarship on autobiography, biography, life writing and 
other types of life narrative which are taking place in Canadian and Quebec 
contexts. Please submit either a 500-word (2 page) abstract or a completed essay 
by December 15. Completed essays must be 20-25 pages, in MLA style with 12-
point font. I request that abstracts and articles be written in the English language, 
but abstracts or articles about non-English Canadian topics are very warmly 
welcomed. 

I welcome submissions on all topics concerned with "auto/ 
biography" (autobiography, biography and life narrative) studies in Canada and 
Quebec, including (but not limited to) the following: 

theories of identity, genre and nationality; collaborative narratives; biography in 
Canada and Quebec; interdisciplinary approaches to life narrative; life writing by 
women; First Nations life narrative; ethnography and power; queering 
autobiography studies; popular culture and autobiography in Canada and Quebec; 
the politics of autobiography and multiculturalism; autobiography or biography and 
the pedagogy of the oppressed; autobiography by those who do not write; trauma 
narrative, critical theory and life narrative in Canadian/Quebec contexts; 
representing bodies in life narrative; ethnography and oral history; "trash" 
biographies and autobiographies; prison narratives; online diaries; biography and 
the politics of history-making. 

Please send ONE paper copy and ONE electronic text attachment copy by 
December 15 to Dr. Julie Rak to the following addresses: 

Paper Copy: Dr. Julie Rak 
Assistant Professor 

c/o the Department of English 
Humanities Centre 3-5 
University of Alberta 

Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5 

Electronic Text Attachment: 
Julle.rak@ualberta.ca 
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Mosaic 
a journal for the interdisciplinary study of literature 

announces an 

INTERNATIONAL INTERDISCIPLINARY 
CONFERENCE 

THE PHOTOGRAPH 

March 11 - 13, 2004 
The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada 

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
Mieke 8al, Eduardo Cadava, David Farrell Krell, 

Fred Wah 
Proposals in the form of a title and a brief abstract (250 words) are invited for papers 
which address the photograph in / and literature. theory. or culture. in relation to such 
topics as: translation, poetics. place. space. gender. genre. fragment. memory. 
aurality. aesthetics. archive. colonial experience. race. body. document, portrait. 
narrative. modernity. architecture, geneology. Proposals should include a brief c.v. 

Graduate students presenting a paper at the conference may be eligible for a travel 
grant. Those intending to apply for a travel grant should enclose a covering letter with 
their abstract detailing anticipated travel costs for the conference. Deadline for 
submission of proposals: March 7, 2003. Updated information will be available from 
May 2003 on the Mosaic website: 

www.umanitoba.ca/publications/mosaic 

Please direct inquiries and proposals to The Photograph Conference. attention Lisa 
Muirhead at MosaicJourna'_Conference@umanitoba.ca or send to: 

r~ture 
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THE SEVENTH ANNUAL 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF CAPE 

BRETON 

STORYTELLING 
SYMPOSIUM 

Scheduled for the first weekend in June (June 6, and 7, 2003) in the city of 
Sydney on Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia, this symposium combines an 
evening of storytelling with a day of papers about storytelling. We welcome 
proposals or papers on all aspects of storytelling, including the theory or 
criticism of the genre. 

This year's focus is on nature and natural elements (birds, trees, water, 
etc.), their relationship to humans, and the way they have been introduced 
or integrated into any type of story, in any period or culture. 

The deadline for submissions is February 7, 2003. Send a 250- word proposal 
for a 20-minute presentation (to a mixed audience of academics, tellers and 
the general public) either electronically or by mail to: 

Afra F. Kavanagh, 
Symposium Coordinator 

University College of Cape Breton, 
P. O. Box 5300 

Sydney, Nova Scotia 
B1R 1A9 

Phone: 902-563 1431 
Fax: 902-563 1849 

email: afra_kavanagh@uccb.ca 
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Call for Papers & CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT / CALL FOR 
PAPERS 

Inaugural Annual Meeting 

Canadian Association for Cultural 
Studies (CACS) 

McMaster University 
Hamilton, Canada 

January 31 - February 1, 2003 

Significant steps have recently been made toward the establishment of 
an association devoted to cultural studies in Canada. This association will 
allow scholars and cultural workers to learn about one another's work and 
share their respective insights, enhancing and revitalizing cultural, social 
and pOlitical inquiry in Canada. We are open to supporting activities in all 
geographical foci of cultural studies in addition to those grounded in the 
analysis of Canadian topics. We also encourage the expression of a wide
range of views and opinions, with the aim of developing a flexible and 
inclusive vision of what constitutes cultural studies, one that reflects 
multiple disciplinary, interdisciplinary, non-disciplinary and non
institutional approaches. 

We invite proposals for presentations for an event to be held at the 
downtown campus of McMaster University in Hamilton. While 
contributions on any topic relevant to cultural studies are invited, we are 
particularly interested in presentations that deal with topics such as: 
cultural studies and political activism; citizenship; land rights; indigenous 
movements and globalization; cultural studies in/and the world; the 
university and globalization; legal cultural studies; culture and politics 
after the state; cultural studies and pedagogy; social movements and 
social justice; theorizing crisis; the problems of "cultural" capitalism; 
media studies; and the culture(s) of neoliberalism. We invite proposals for 
papers, panels, roundtable discussions and alternate forms of 
presentation such as short 5 minute papers or presentations, multimedia 
presentations, performances, etc. We are especially interested in 
alternative forms of presentation and will make every effort to support 
these alternatives. 

(Continued on page J 3) 
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This event will also be the occasion for the first Annual General Meeting of the 
Canadian Association of Cultural Studies. At this meeting, we will collectively 
decide on the aims and executive structure of the organization and elect an 
executive for the year ahead. A draft of the aims, executive structure and 
constitution of the organization will be circulated in advance on the Association's 
listserv (Details on joining the CACS listserv can be found at: (http://mallman. 
m c mas t e r . c a / m a I I man / I 1st I n f 0 / c c s a_I 1st) 

In addition to the exchange of academic papers, and in cooperation with local arts 
organizations and cultural producers, events are being planned that will bring 
participants into some of Hamilton's underused downtown spaces. Details will be 
announced in the near future, as will details of the event's plenary session. 

Registration will be free for students, community members, sessional workers, 
and postdocs. For full-time faculty, registration is $20; this fee will be put towards 
the creation of a CACS travel fund. 

All participants need to be paid members of the CACS by January 15, 
2003. 

CACS CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Send 1-2 page proposals by December 1st, 2002, to: 

cacs@mcmaster.ca 

WE PREFER E-MAIL SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS BUT IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO 
SUBMIT THEM BY EMAIL, PLEASE SEND THEM TO: 

Cultural Studies Conference Committee 
c/o Department of English 

McMaster University 
1280 Main Street w. 
Hamilton, ON L8S 4L9 

OR 

Cultural Studies Conference Committee 
c/o Department of Anthropology 

McMaster University 
1280 Main Street w. 
Hamilton, ON L8S 4L9 

For more information on CACS, including membership inform~tion, the nomination 
process, the first inaugural meeting, Congress dates and more, please visit: 
http://www.humanities.mcmaster.ca/-english/ cacs/ 



ACCUTE Executive Members 

Neil Besner, President 
English Dept., University of Winnipeg 
515 Portage Avenue 
Winnipeg, MB R3B 2E9 
n.besner@uwinnipeg.ca 
(204) 786-9942 

Shannon Hengen, Past-President 
Dept. of English, Laurentian University 
Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2K5 
shengen@nickel.laurentian.ca 
(705) 675-1151, ext. 4343 

Andrew O'Malley, Secretary-Treasurer 
English Dept., University of Winnipeg 
515 Portage Avenue 
Winnipeg, MB R3B 2E9 
a.omalley@uwinnipeg.ca 
(204) 786-9777 

Miriam Nichols, Member at Large 
English Dept., 
University College of the Fraser Valley 
33844 King Road 
Abbotsford, BC V2S 4N2 
(604) 853-7441 
mfaith1738@shaw.ca 

Steven Bruhm, Member at Large 
Dept. of English, Mount St. Vincent University 
Halifax, NS B3M 2J6 
(902) 457-6179 
steven.bruhm@msvu.ca 

Ina Ferris, Member at Large 
English Dept., University of Ottawa 
Ottawa, ON K1N 6N5 
iferris@uottawa.ca 
(613) 562-5800 ext.1151 

Andrew Lesk, Sessional Representative 
318 Albany Avenue 
Toronto, ON M5R 3C9 
andrewlesk@hotmail.com 

Karen Selesky, 
President of the Graduate Student Caucus 
English Dept., University of British Columbia 
#397-1873 East Mall 
Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4 
selesky@interchange.ubc.ca 

Noreen Golfman, Representative to the CFHSS 
English Dept., 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
St. John's, I'JF A1C 5S7 
(709) 737-4405 
ngolfman@mun.ca 

Jo-Ann Wallace, Editor, 
English Studies in Canada 
English Dept., University of Alberta 
3-5 Humanities Centre 
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5 
jo-ann.wallace@ualberta.ca 

Donald Goellnicht, Chair of CACE 
English Dept. McMaster University 
Chester New Hall 321 
1280 Main Street West 
Hamilton, ON L8S 4L9 
goellnic@mcmaster.ca 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

To Be Completed by Those Applying for Household Memberships 

o Renewing Member o New Member 

Second Householder's Name: _____________________ _ 

Institution: ____________________________ _ 
Delivery Address: _________________________ _ 
____________________ Postal Code: _______ _ 

Phone (work): __________ (home): ____________ _ 

Fax: Email: ---------- -------------------

Professional Designation: 0 Professor 0 Associate Professor 0 Assistant Professor 

o College Professor 0 Sessional 0 Graduate Student 0 Retired Faculty 0 Instructor 
o Other (Please specify): ______________________ _ 

Main Area of Speclallzatlon: ______________________ _ 
Additional Areas: _________________________ _ 
Authors: _____________________________ __ 
Languages: ____________________________ _ 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE discussion group? 0 YES 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE sessionals discussion group? 0 YES 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE graduate students discussion group? 0 YES 

Please complete reverse and mail to: 

Andrew O'Malley 
ACCUTE Secretary-Treasurer 

Department of English 
University of Winnipeg 
515 Portage Avenue 

Winnipeg, MB R3B 2E9 

--------------------------------------------------~ 
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ACCUTE 2003-2004 Membership Form 

D Renewing Member D New Member 

Member's Name: _________________________ _ 

Institution: ___________________________ _ 
Delivery Address: ________________________ _ 
___________________ Postal Code: _______ _ 

Phone (work): __________ (home): ____________ _ 

Fax: Email: ---------- -----------------
Professional Designation: D Professor D Associate Professor D Assistant Professor 

D College Professor D Sessional D Graduate Student D Retired Faculty D Instructor 
D Other (Please specify): _____________________ _ 

Main Area of Specialization: _____________________ _ 
Additional Areas: _________________________ _ 
Authors: ____________________________ _ 
Languages: ___________________________ _ 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE discussion group? DYES 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE sessionals' discussion group? DYES 

Do you wish to become a member of the ACCUTE graduate students' discussion group? DYES 

I enclose: 

D The regular membership fee of $80 

D The reduced membership fee of $40 (sessionals', part-time faculty, graduate students, retired 
faculty, underwaged) 

D The household membership fee of $130 (two memberships, one subscription to ESC). Please 
complete the form on the reverse. 

D A three-year membership fee (2002-2005) of $205 

D A three-year household membership fee (2002-2005) of $335 

D A $5 donation to be directed to the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social 
Sciences (CFHSS) 

Please complete reverse (if applicable) and mail to: 
Andrew O'Malley, ACCUTE Secretary-Treasurer 
Department of English 
University of Winnipeg 
515 Portage Avenue 
Winnipeg, MB R3B 2E9 


